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If you have ever dialed 911, you know seconds matter. You want that call answered by someone who can send help fast and to the right place.

As simple as that sounds, it doesn’t always work that way. I know because I have seen this system fall short. Years ago—and I have told this story before but I am going to tell it again because it crystalizes this problem like nothing else—I was in Little Rock. I visited the 911 call center downtown. While I was there the professional staff showed me how dialing 911 on a wireless phone while standing in the building would not get answered in Little Rock. Instead, it would be answered by a call center in North Little Rock, on the other side of the Arkansas River. That’s because the call was routed based on the location of the closest cell tower—and not the actual location of the person dialing. This slows emergency response because it requires transferring the call to get to the right public safety officials who can send the right response.

What I saw in Arkansas is not that uncommon. In fact, based on the latest estimates as many as 23 million wireless calls each year may be misrouted to the wrong public safety answering point. Every one of those calls results in delay. It slows response to emergencies.

We are changing that today. We are adopting rules requiring all wireless carriers to implement location-based routing nationwide for calls and real-time texts to 911 call centers. This means that when a call travels on IP-based networks, public safety officials will receive emergency calls based on the location of the person calling, not the closest cell tower. It means that back in Arkansas, that call I made to 911 in Little Rock would get answered in Little Rock and not in the town across the river.

Some of our largest carriers have already started using location-based routing technology in their networks. So we know it works. Now we look forward to having it work everywhere.
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